
Cat Dissection
Lab Report Packet and Individual Responsibilities

Lab Report Packet

Lab Report Packets will be collected at the beginning of the class period on the day of
the lab practical.  Refer to the class calendar for the due date.

You will want to have your packet organized and arranged before coming to class to
expedite the process of submission so you have enough time for the lab practical.

Your Lab Report must include:
1. Packet Cover Sheet- Itemized list of work with point values (This will be given to

you in class prior to the lab report packet due date)
2. Title Page- Title of lab, group names,  group number, period, date (You will create

this- must be typed; computer generated)
3. 1 Set of Conclusion Questions for each system- 4 handouts
4. Drawings- 4 Systems- Cardiovascular, Respiratory, Digestive, Urinary (Hand

traced/drawn, straight lines, and handwritten labels)
5. Conclusion Questions- 4 Systems (numbered and typed)
6. Day Journals-  write journals for all in-class lab days; must be typed- 12 pitch, 8

sentences minimum

Organize your lab report packet by systems.  An example has been provided in class
for you to model.

Any handouts that you are missing that are needed for your Lab Report Packet can
be printed out from Google Classroom.



Group Responsibilities

For the dissection, each person will have a responsibility.  The responsibilities may be
assigned by the group or they may rotate amongst group members.

All members are responsible for completing dissection lab procedures prior to
coming to class.  Students who have not completed or submitted dissection lab
procedures into Google Classroom will not be permitted to participate in the lab until
the dissection lab procedures have been completed and submitted.

1. Dissector(s)- Dissects systems, can rotate members
2. Recorder(s)-  Writes the dissection day journals

- Day journals are a written occurrence of events that you and your
group do during dissection.  This may include any instructions or
demonstrations that the teacher does during that day’s dissection.

- You may have more than one day journal per page.
- Minimum 8 sentences, typed, single spaced, 12 character.
- Must be headed correctly with Day # and Date.  See Example below.

Ex.- Day 1- 4/26/02
Today we began the dissection of the …

3. Artist(s)- Structures that you have to trace/draw are on the conclusion questions
handout.
● label lines must be straight lines using a straight edge or ruler; no label

lines may cross
● labels must be neat and legible
● refer to the instructions on the conclusion questions handout for

instructions on how to color
4. Conclusion Questions- Questions that you have to answer are on the conclusion

questions handout.

**Regardless of responsibilities above, ALL members of the group will assist with
clean up of the dissection.


